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Dear Editor of JMCR,

We are submitting our paper entitled “The Vaquez' disease revealed by bladder tumor in erectile disorder patient, Case report”


We are estimating that this paper would contribute to clarifying attitudes in the elucidated disease. Evermore, we do think that this case has raised issues concerning the confirmation of therapeutical approach to be conducted while dealing with the association of Vaquez' disease, bladder tumor and erectile disorder. Indeed it is the first case in the literature associating the mentioned pathological components. In addition, the particular clinical features are of great interest for clinicians dealing with any pathological features discussed in the paper. In fact, this paper has multiple components that are of interests for urologists, internal medicine, anesthesia, sexologists, oncologists, general practitioners.

We do hope that our manuscript will find the way to publication in your journal and kind regards,

Dr. Ahmed Amine Bouchikhi